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Application Number 20/02126/CLUE

Location Wroxton Motorcross Track Land Used For Motorcross Stratford Road A422 Wroxton OX15
6HH

Proposal Certificate of Lawfulness of Existing Use for the use of the land for a mixed use of agriculture
and as a motorcross track with race meetings for up to 24 days a year (excluding set up,
preparation, clear up and private practice sessions)

Case Officer George Smith  
 

Organisation
Name David Fletcher

Address The Claverings,Millers Lane,Hornton,Banbury,OX15 6BS

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments Dear Mr Smith As a resident of Hornton for 33 years I strongly object to the application to
extend the usage of the existing Motocross site that over the last five years or so appears to
have expanded from its early beginnings as a venue for local Motocross enthusiasts, young
and old, to enjoy their passion into a commercial venture on a national if not international
basis and all without due governance from the appropriate authorities. With this evolution
from local to national the venue has seen an expansion to its track and infrastructure, the
arrival of more powerful and noisy motorbikes and a large influx of participants and
spectators to a location who's entrance gate is down a single track road on a blind corner,
which is an accident waiting to happen; or in my case an almost accident when a Renault
van and trailer pulled out into my path without looking. My home is at the top of Millers Lane
and my back garden looks out over the North Oxfordshire countryside and the rise in
decibels over the last few years from race days is very noticeable. Rather than my hearing
being the judge of that, several friends who have visited us infrequently over the years have
commented on the increased noise penetration becoming a blight on the tranquillity for
Hornton's residents. I therefore object strongly to this application to expand to 24 days
racing on all the points above. Not being a Moto crosser myself but I would assume that with
the competitive nature of the participants you don't turn up in your mobile home and trailer
to take part for just the race day but take advantage of the opportunity to have "private
practice sessions". So 48 days of incessant noise is not out of the question? David & Kate
Fletcher
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